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Scope

The present document identifies the role of hardware, both specialized and general-purpose, in the security of AI. It
addresses the mitigations available in hardware to prevent attacks (as identified in ETSI GR SAI 005 [i.9]) and also
addresses the general requirements on hardware to support SAI (expanding from ETSI GR SAI 004 [i.8] and ETSI
GR SAI 002 [i.7]). In addition, the present document reviews possible strategies for using AI for protection of
hardware. The present document also provides a summary of academic and industrial experience in hardware security
for AI. In addition, it addresses vulnerabilities and weaknesses introduced by hardware that can amplify attack vectors
on AI.
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3

Definition of terms, symbols and abbreviations

3.1

Terms

For the purposes of the present document, the following terms apply:
attack surface: total number of attack vectors that an attacker can use to manipulate a network or computer system or
extract data
attack vector: method or way an attacker can gain unauthorized access to a network or computer system
authentication: verifying the identity of a user, process, or device, often as a prerequisite to allowing access to
resources in an information system
NOTE:

From US NIST Glossary [i.1].

authorization: access privileges granted to a user, program, or process or the act of granting those privileges
NOTE:

From US NIST Glossary [i.1].

availability: ensuring timely and reliable access to and use of information
NOTE:

From US NIST Glossary [i.1].

Client Application (CA): application running outside of the Trusted Execution Environment making use of the TEE
Client API to access facilities provided by Trusted Applications inside the Trusted Execution Environment
NOTE:

From Global Platform GPD-SPE-009 [i.16].

confidentiality: preserving authorized restrictions on information access and disclosure, including means for protecting
personal privacy and proprietary information
NOTE:

From US NIST Glossary [i.1].

context: environment with defined boundary conditions in which entities exist and interact
NOTE:

From Recommendation ITU-T X.1252 [i.2].

cybersecurity: prevention of damage to, protection of, and restoration of computers, electronic communications
systems, electronic communications services, wire communication, and electronic communication, including
information contained therein, to ensure its availability, integrity, authentication, confidentiality, and nonrepudiation
NOTE:

From US NIST Glossary [i.1].

entity: something that has separate and distinct existence and that can be identified in a context
NOTE:

From Recommendation ITU-T X.1252 [i.2].
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Entity Authentication Assurance (EAA): degree of confidence reached in the authentication process that the entity is
what it is, or is expected to be
NOTE 1: This definition is based on the 'authentication assurance' definition given in
Recommendation ITU-T X.1252 [i.2].
NOTE 2: The confidence is based on the degree of confidence in the binding between the entity and the identity
that is presented. Recommendation ITU-T X.1254 [i.3].
firmware image: binary that can contain the complete software of a device or a subset of it
NOTE 1: The firmware image can consist of multiple images, if the device contains more than one microcontroller.
Often it is also a compressed archive that contains code, configuration data, and even the entire file
system. The image can consist of a differential update for performance reasons.
NOTE 2: From IETF RFC 9019 [i.32].
Hardware-Mediated Execution Enclave (HMEE): area of process space and memory within a system environment
within a computer host which delivers confidentiality and integrity of instructions and data associated with that enclave
and which is protected from eavesdropping, replay, and alteration attacks as the programs within the enclave are
executed
NOTE:

Derived from ETSI GS NFV-SEC 009 [i.12].

identity: set of attributes related to an entity
NOTE:

Within a particular context, an identity can have one or more identifiers to allow an entity to be uniquely
recognized within that context. (from ISO/IEC 24760 [i.4] to [i.6]).

integrity: property that data or information have not been altered or destroyed in an unauthorized manner
NOTE:

From US NIST Glossary [i.1].

manifest: meta-data about the firmware image which is protected against modification and provides information about
the author
NOTE:

Derived from IETF RFC 9019 [i.32].

mutual authentication: authentication of identities of entities which provides both entities with assurance of each
other's identity
NOTE:

Derived from Recommendation ITU-T X.1254 [i.3].

non-repudiation: ability to protect against denial by one of the entities involved in an action of having participated in
all or part of the action
NOTE:

Derived from Recommendation ITU-T X.1252 [i.2].

platform: any computing device (regardless of its architecture or operating system)
platform integrity: verifiable state of complete assurance that, under all conditions, a computing system has a correct
and reliable operating system, logically complete hardware, firmware, and software, and system isolation and protection
mechanisms (e.g. memory access control, process isolation, data integrity, etc.)
Relying Party (RP): actor that relies on an identity assertion or claim
NOTE:

Derived from Recommendation ITU-T X.1254 [i.3].

Rich Execution Environment (REE): execution environment comprising at least one device OS or Rich OS and all
other components of the device (SoCs, other discrete components, firmware, and software) which execute, host, and
support the Rich OS (excluding any TEEs and SEs included in the device)
NOTE:

WARNING: In a previous version of Global Platform GPD-SPE-009 [i.16] the REE was considered to be
everything outside of the TEE under consideration. In the new definition other entities are acknowledged.
Contrast Trusted Execution Environment. Global Platform GPD-SPE-009 [i.16].
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risk: negative system impact considering:
1)

the probability that a particular threat-source will exercise (accidentally trigger or intentionally exploit) a
particular information system vulnerability; and

2)

the resulting impact if this would occur

Secure Element (SE): tamper-resistant secure hardware component which is used in a device to provide the security,
confidentiality, and multiple application environment required to support various business models
NOTE:

Can exist in any form factor, such as embedded or integrated SE, SIM/UICC, smart card, smart microSD,
etc. Derived from Global Platform GPD-SPE-009 [i.16].

security goals: integrity, availability, confidentiality, accountability, and assurance
security vulnerability: flaw or weakness in an information system, system security procedures, design,
implementation, or internal controls that could be exercised (accidentally triggered or intentionally exploited by a
threat) and result in a security breach or a violation of the system's security policy
NOTE:

A hardware vulnerability is an exploitable weakness in a computer system that enables attack through
remote or physical access to system hardware

Tensor Processing Unit (TPU): Application-Specific Integrated Circuits (ASICs) used to accelerate machine learning
workloads
threat: potential for a threat-source to exercise (accidentally trigger or intentionally exploit) a specific vulnerability
trust framework: set of requirements and enforcement mechanisms for parties exchanging identity information (from
Recommendation ITU-T X.1254 [i.3])
Trust Provisioning Authority (TPA): distribution subsystem for trust anchors and authorization policies to devices
and various stakeholders
NOTE:

The TPA can also delegate rights to stakeholders. Typically, the Original Equipment Manufacturer
(OEM) or Original Design Manufacturer (ODM) will act as a TPA, however complex supply chains can
require a different design. In some cases, the TPA can decide to remain in full control over the firmware
update process of their products. IETF RFC 9019 [i.32].

Trusted Application (TA): application running inside the Trusted Execution Environment (TEE) that provides security
related functionality to Client Applications outside of the TEE or to other Trusted Applications inside the TEE
NOTE:

Derived from Global Platform GPD-SPE-009 [i.16].

Trusted Execution Environment (TEE): execution environment that runs alongside but isolated from an REE
NOTE:

A TEE has security capabilities and meets certain security-related requirements: It protects TEE assets
from general software attacks, defines rigid safeguards as to data and functions that a program can access,
and resists a set of defined threats. There are multiple technologies that can be used to implement a TEE,
and the level of security achieved varies accordingly. Contrast Rich Execution Environment. Global
Platform GPD-SPE-009 [i.16].

trusted platform: platform that has verifiable assurance of the integrity of the underlying system configuration,
including all hardware, firmware, and software
NOTE:

The Platform Integrity can be verified prior to the instantiation of application services (e.g. virtual
functions). TCG has recently published TCG Runtime Integrity Preservation in Mobile Devices (RIP) to
address the continued assurance of Trusted Platform integrity for highly available system.

Trusted Third Party (TTP): authority or its agent, trusted by other actors with respect to specified activities (e.g.
security-related activities)
NOTE:

A trusted third party is trusted by an entity and/or a verifier for the purposes of authentication. (from
Recommendation ITU-T X.1254 [i.3]).
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trustworthiness: attribute based on assurance that a person or system will behave predictably, even under stress
NOTE:

The key properties of trustworthiness include: Trustworthiness is based on experience and/or evidence;
Trustworthiness is based on fundamental properties (such as identity and integrity); Trustworthiness is
easily lost and difficult to regain.

verifier: actor that corroborates identity information
NOTE:

3.2

The verifier can participate in multiple phases of the Entity Authentication Assurance Framework
(EAAF) and can perform credential verification and/or identity information verification. (from
Recommendation ITU-T X.1254 [i.3]).

Symbols

Void.

3.3

Abbreviations

For the purposes of the present document, the following abbreviations apply:
AI
ANN
API
BP
CA
CBOR
CoT
COTD
CPU
CVE
CWE
DNN
DP
DVFS
EAAF
EDA
EFR
EM
FIDO
FPGA
GP
GPU
HMEE
HS
HT
HW
IC
ICCAD
IoT
IT
LBP
LR
MAC
ML
NFV
OC-SVM
OS
PA
PA-TNC
PCA
pRoT

Artificial Intelligence
Artificial Neural Network
Application Programming Interface
Back-Propagation
Client Application
Concise Binary Object Representation
Chain of Trust
Controllability and Observability for hardware Trojan Detection
Central Processing Unit
Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures
Common Weakness Enumeration
Distributed Neural Network
Data Processing
Dynamic Voltage Frequency Scaling
Entity Authentication Assurance Framework
Exploratory Data Analysis
Early Failure Rate
Electro-Magnetic
Fast IDentity Online
Field-Programmable Gate Array
Global Platform
Graphics Processing Unit
Hardware-Mediated Execution Enclave
Half-Space
Hardware Trojan
Hardware
Integrated Circuit
International Conference on Computer-Aided Design
Internet of Things
Information Technology
Local Binary Patterns
Logistic Regression
Message Authentication Code
Machine Learning
Network Functions Virtualisation
One-Class SVM
Operating System
Posture Attribute
Posture Attribute - Trusted Network Connect
Principle Component Analysis
primary RoT
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RATS
RBF
REE
RG
RoT
SACM
SDO
SEIM
SIM
SoC
SRAM
sRoT
SUIT
SVM
SWIMA
TA
TCG
TEE
TEEP
TNC
TPM
TPU
TTP
WG
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Remote Attestation
Radial Basis Function Network
Regular Execution Environment
Research Group
Root of Trust
Security Automation and Continuous Monitoring
Standard Development Organisation
Security Event and Incident Management
Subscriber Identity Module
System on a Chip
Static Random-Access Memory
secondary RoT
Software Updates for IoT
Support Vector Machine
SACM Software Inventory Message and Attributes
Trusted Application
Trusted Computing Group
Trusted Execution Environment
TEE Provisioning
Trusted Network Connect
Trusted Processing Module
Tensor Processing Unit
Trusted Third Party
Working Group

4

General purpose secure hardware

4.1

Overview

[i.86] considers threat models, security assumptions, design principles, and associated trade-offs (e.g. between data
utility, cost, and confidentiality) for use cases where data owners depend on various untrusted hardware and OS
platforms (e.g. public clouds, edges, and machine learning service providers) for scalable processing or collaborative
learning. In this paper, authors use Cloud Services as a representation of possible untrusted ML platforms and discuss
Hardware-Assisted approaches to ML hardware platform integrity, approaches already discussed in clause 4 of the
present document.
Figure 1 describes possible use cases for attacking and defending AI systems where AI hardware and platform can be
used for mitigation of possible attacks as well as for the advancement of attacks.

Figure 1: Possible use cases for attacking and defending of AI systems
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ETSI GS NFV-SEC 009 [i.12], clause 6.16 defines Hardware-Mediated Execution Enclave (HMEE) as an area of
process space and memory within a system environment within a computer host which delivers confidentiality and
integrity of instructions and data associated with that enclave. HMEE enclave is protected from eavesdropping, replay
and alteration attacks as the programs within the enclave are executed.
ETSI GS NFV-SEC 009 [i.12] considers HMEE enclave capable of executing processes, and executable code can be
loaded into it. Various capabilities can be provided by such an enclave, but at minimum, the following capabilities are
expected by ETSI GS NFV-SEC 009 [i.12]:
•

The ability for executable code to be loaded into the enclave.

•

The ability for the host to attest to the integrity of the executable code prior to execution.

•

The ability to load data into the enclave.

4.2.2
4.2.2.1

Trusted Execution Environment
General

TEE is specified by GlobalPlatform and is a proprietary manifestation of Hardware-Mediated Execution Enclave
(HMEE), ETSI GS NFV-SEC 009 [i.12].

4.2.2.2

TEE conceptual goals. Hardware dependency

The TEE concept implies the availability of a safe bastion offering hardware-assisted confidentiality and integrity
guarantees to process and data. These guarantees can be (partially) provided even when execution takes place on hostile
and exposed IT environments with a malicious kernel or under the control of a malicious operator with root access on
the machine. The TEE concept is related to process memory page access (read and write) security management. The
definition of a TEE covers the following set of security functions:
•

Isolation: Memory partitioning and access restriction.

•

Code confidentiality: TEE-located software (process memory pages) cannot be accessed when the code is
running. Provisions are taken to ensure that the same code cannot be analysed outside the TEE (before it is
loaded). This is achieved by encryption.

•

Data confidentiality: TEE-located data (memory pages) cannot be accessed by any means except than by
software located at the same TEE.

•

Code integrity: TEE-located software (memory pages) cannot be accessed. No software change can be
operated. A code change outside will be detected by the remote attestation.

•

Data integrity: TEE-located data will only be accessed and eventually modified by the same TEE-residing
software.

•

Remote attestation of Trusted Computing Base (the software that integrates a TEE): The integrity and
authenticity checks are done before the software is launched inside the TEE.

•

Secure provisioning of Hardware TEE (i.e. the genuine TEE-enabled check).

•

Secure data sealing-storage: The TEE establish a secure channel with externally located sealed storage.
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These functions can be implemented on classical architectures at the kernel level or, with TEE, more securely by the
processor directly, through processor ad-hoc design and microcode changes and complementary instructions. This
derives into a dependency on the processor-specific architecture. Each processor vendor brings their own, proprietary
TEE architectural design, though looking at the same main security goals. TEE designs and implementations are mostly
not compatible. As a consequence, there is no commonly accepted unique TEE definition. Execution within a TEE does
not imply any kind of vulnerability remediation, as the TEE is focused on protecting the running image and processed
data against tampering. Ideally, only vulnerability-free checked processes should be executed inside TEEs.
The TEE concept also embeds hardware-based unique identity and random number generation. Remote attestation of
the software inside the TEE (crypto-secured signature verification) as well as crypto-secured proofing that the processor
is a real TEE-enabled processor can be offered according to the processor type. Associated with the remote attestation is
the establishment of crypto-secured storage outside and secure transmission inside the TEE, referred to as data sealing.
Data sealing logic is simple: decryption is only made inside the TEE, where the data are fully confidentiality and
integrity protected. Outside the TEE, data are encrypted (which confers the same confidentiality and integrity
guarantees) but encrypted data (until homomorphic processors emerge) cannot be processed in that state.
Regarding software integrity, a TEE is capable to generate crypto proven integrity verifications as offered by TPM.
Both integrity services differ in the fact that TPMs represent a separate chipset from the processor, while TEEs are
embedded in the processor. On the other hand, TPM specifications are part of standards [i.23], [i.24], [i.30] and [i.31],
and no functional deviations are expected from one vendor to another, while TEEs are vendor-specific.

4.2.2.3

Securing AI through TEEs

With consideration to the function list enumerated in clause 4.2.2.2, several challenges arise in the design of ad-hoc
TEE-secured AI-ML implementations. Recent academic works have reported advancements in this field.
SLALOM (2019) [i.10], from Stanford University, delivers a fast, verifiable, and private execution of neural networks
in trusted hardware, leveraging a commercial TEE. SLALOM [i.10] splits the execution between a GPU and the TEE
while delivering security assurance on the GPU operation correctness using Freivalds's algorithm. Outsourcing linear
process from the TEE to the GPU is aimed at boosting performance, in a scheme that can be applied to any faster
co-processor. Full TEE-embedded inference was the bottom line of this research, deemed as not satisfactory on the
performance aspect.
MYELIN (2018) [i.11], from Berkeley University, delivers efficient deep learning on multi-source private data,
leveraging differential privacy on commercial TEEs. MYELIN [i.11] shows similar performance (or neglectable slow
down) when applying DP-protected ML. To do so, their implementation goes through the compilation of a static library
embedding the core minimal routines. The static library is then fully run in the TEE, which removes any costly context
switch from the TEE mode to the normal execution mode.
Specialized hardware accelerators (TPUs) are also viewed as necessary for highly demanding (fast) decision taking.
That is a grey area, with no existing TEE embodiment for specialized hardware to the best of our knowledge. In
addition, leveraging TEE data sealing capability looks like another path to consider for further improvements.
Securing AI by means of TEEs is a nascent discipline, while currently at its early stage, and recently reports
encouraging results. Performance penalties are well-balanced by the high-security gain. A pending question is whether
there will be a market shift of demanding AI-ML towards specialized hardware or, conversely, the use of distributed
models on commodity hardware will prevail. One could envision specialized hardware design directly supporting the
same security guarantees as those provided by TEEs and becoming the default operational mode without any setup
complication. This technical assumption can be taken as specialized hardware design will be carried out from scratch
without ascending compatibility issues to deal with so that adding a TEE provision (at least from the technical point of
view) will be straightforward.

4.3

Root of Trust (RoT)

Because Roots of Trust (RoTs) are inherently trusted, they are secure by design. As such, many RoTs are implemented
in hardware so that malware cannot tamper with the functions they provide. RoTs provide a firm foundation upon which
to build security and trust.
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US NIST in its Cybersecurity White Paper [i.13] states that all security controls need to have a Root of Trust (RoT) - a
starting point that is implicitly trusted. Hardware-based controls can provide an immutable foundation for establishing
platform integrity. Combining these functions with a means of producing verifiable evidence that these integrity
controls are in place and have been executed successfully is the basis of creating a trusted platform. Minimizing the
footprint of this RoT translates to reducing the number of modules or technologies that are expected to be implicitly
trusted. This substantially reduces the attack surface.
US NIST White Paper [i.13] also affirms that platforms which secure their underlying firmware and configuration
provide the opportunity for trust to be extended higher in the software stack. Verified platform firmware can, in turn,
verify the Operating System (OS) boot loader, which can then verify other software components all the way up to the
OS itself and the hypervisor or container runtime layers. The transitive trust described in [i.13] is consistent with the
concept of the chain of trust (CoT) -a method where each software module in a system boot process is required to
measure the next module before transitioning control.
In addition, [i.13] states that rooting platform integrity and trust in hardware security controls can strengthen and
complement the extension of the CoT into the dynamic software category. There, the CoT can be extended even further
to include data and workload protection. Hardware-based protections through CoT technology mechanisms can form a
layered security strategy to protect data and workloads as they move to multi-tenant environments in a cloud data centre
or edge computing facility.
Also, per [i.13], there are other hardware platform security technologies that can protect data at rest, in transit, and in
use by providing hardware-accelerated disk encryption or encryption-based memory isolation. By using hardware to
perform these tasks, the attack surface is mitigated, preventing direct access or modification of the required firmware.
Isolating these encryption mechanisms to specific hardware can allow performance to be addressed and enhanced
separately from other system processes.
US NIST SP800-155 [i.14] states that Roots of Trust (RoTs) are at the foundation of any BIOS integrity assurance.
[i.14] lists software, hardware (or hybrid) platforms as RoTs components. [i.14] also states that while the
trustworthiness of software agents may leverage the trustworthiness of one or more RoTs, it is dependant on the their
trustworthiness and associated attack surfaces.
TCG Glossary [i.15] defines various Roots of Trust.

5

Specialized AI processing hardware

5.1

Neural processors and neural networks

5.1.1

Secure Hardware Accelerators

[i.39] states that neither cloud computing nor embedded microcontroller can fulfil the response time and throughput
requirements simultaneously for latency and performance-critical applications and applications that require the
inference to be made on the endpoints where data are generated and processed locally without a network connection
(e.g. self-driving car, missile guidance system). Note that such endpoints can also be resource-constrained.
[i.39] also lists specialized AI processing hardware and dedicated hardware accelerators for low-latency,
high-throughput, and energy-efficient DNN processing have emerged as demonstrated in [i.40], [i.41] and [i.42].
Customized dataflow, model compression, and Dynamic Voltage Frequency Scaling (DVFS) are the major and
common optimization techniques used in many DNN accelerators. To mitigate the memory access bottleneck and
maximize the reuse of on-chip data the specialized dataflow architecture emerged as a solution [i.40]. Model
compression and data quantization are effective methods to reduce the number of MAC calculations, see [i.43] and
[i.44], and the computational complexity of each arithmetic operation as [i.45] shows. Voltage scaling has been widely
implemented to reduce dynamic power consumption. It exploits the excess positive slack of non-critical paths and the
guard band preserved at design time to allow the DNN to operate at a lower than rated supply voltage whenever
possible without compromising the throughput and accuracy, see [i.46] and [i.47]. The throughput is usually boosted by
an array of parallel Processing Engines (PE) running at a higher clock frequency, refer to [i.48]. In addition, per [i.50],
heavy usage of on-chip SRAM can also create additional reliability problems, and the performance degradation due to
premature aging of hardware components can be an exploitable security vulnerability. In addition, the power
management unit and separate clock and power domains for DVFS can also be exploited for a fault injection attack,
refer to [i.49].
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6

Mitigations available in hardware to prevent attacks

6.1

Protection of model hyperparameters and parameters

ETSI GR SAI 005 [i.9] reflects that protecting model hyperparameters and parameters is a traditional data protection
requirement. Such protection can be achieved by adapting conventional data protection techniques. Data protection can
be defined as the process of maintaining the confidentiality, integrity, and availability of an organization's data in a
manner consistent with the organization's risk strategy.
In addition, ETSI GR SAI 005 [i.9] discusses two approaches to AI security:
•

The use of secure hardware as one of the main approaches against side-channel attacks and unauthorized
memory access, and

•

Keeping model parameters confidentiality-protected to protect model parameters and hyperparameters from
unauthorized access.

7

General requirements on hardware to support SAI

7.1

Expanding from ETSI GR SAI 002

The scope of ETSI GR SAI 002 [i.7] states that compromising the integrity of data has been demonstrated to be a viable
attack vector against an AI system. The integrity of data can be compromised by various methods. One of them could
be the use of compromised hardware for storage or processing of both raw data, information, and feedback from other
AI systems and humans in the AI control loop.
ETSI GR SAI 002 [i.7] also considers in clause 6.3.2, Cryptographic mechanisms, that the standard way for ensuring
the integrity of data is the application of cryptographic hash functions (and hash trees) to the data and storage of the
resulting hash values while the hash values are signed using a digital signature algorithm. Arguably, compromised
hardware will not only make such integrity protection also compromised but will enable selective leakage of AI data.

7.2

Expanding from ETSI GR SAI 004

ETSI GR SAI 004 [i.8], clause 4.3.8, Deployment and Inference, discusses various hardware-related issues, including
TEE [i.16], back-door attacks that can compromise the confidentiality of the training set and can result in a denial of
service attacks.
This clause also states that hardware deployments are attractive due to high levels of performance and are being used
for both, the deployment of machine learning systems and by attackers wishing to exploit vulnerabilities.

8

Hardware vulnerabilities and common weaknesses in
AI systems

8.1

Features of hardware-specific vulnerabilities and how to
avoid them

The following list attempts to summarize features of hardware-specific vulnerabilities [i.36]:
•

Mitigation - Fundamentally, it is assumed that software can be patched relatively easy, this might not be the
case in hardware and hardware mitigations are often only partial.
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•

Effort - hardware attack surfaces are available to an attacker (e.g. power analysis). However, the effort
required to use such a technique can be prohibitive. Thus, quantitative estimation of the attack effort is
essential.

•

Patchability - Vulnerable hardware (especially in physical systems) can be difficult to access to apply a
mitigation.

•

Hardware has an overlapping but different set of threats from software (e.g. remote exploitation, reverse
engineering, counterfeiting). These threats are industry-specific and need to be addressed to be able to estimate
a vulnerability score.

•

Hardware systems are often consisting of deep layered systems most of which is inscrutable to any one party.

12 top categories, [i.37], have been itemized as of March 2021 and each item contains sub items.
The MITRE Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE®) Program mission goal is to identify, define, and catalogue
publicly disclosed cybersecurity vulnerabilities. There is one CVE Record for each vulnerability in the catalogue. The
vulnerabilities are discovered then assigned and published by organizations from around the world that have partnered
with the CVE Program. There were 150 723 CVE records as of 22 March 2021.
To avoid hardware-related vulnerability in the design phase, the present clause also provides a list of common
weaknesses that have been found and published as a catalogue called HW CWE (Common Weakness Enumeration).
CWE is a catalogue maintained by MITRE corporation which is also maintaining CVE. An overview of MITRE CWE
is available in [i.38].
In further detail, Common Weakness Enumeration (CWE™) is a community-developed list of common software and
hardware weakness types that have security ramifications. "Weaknesses" are flaws, faults, bugs, or other errors in
software or hardware implementation, code, design, or architecture that if left unaddressed could result in systems,
networks, or hardware being vulnerable to attack.
CWE helps developers and security practitioners to:
•

Describe and discuss software and hardware weaknesses in a common language.

•

Check for weaknesses in existing software and hardware products.

•

Evaluate coverage of tools targeting these weaknesses.

•

Leverage a common baseline standard for weakness identification, mitigation, and prevention efforts.

•

Prevent software and hardware vulnerabilities prior to deployment.

Note that the CWE list is still strongly biased toward software weaknesses - the original focus of the MITRE Common
Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE) Program.
These lists are relevant to hardware security because the only practical defence against many of the most serious
software weaknesses (e.g. out-of-bounds memory read or write, null pointer dereference) is based on hardware design
choices. MITRE CVE lists are available from these sources:
•

https://cwe.mitre.org/top25/archive/2019/2019_cwe_top25.html

•

https://cwe.mitre.org/top25/archive/2020/2020_cwe_top25.html

MITRE has by now produced two annual reports of CWE Top 25 Most Dangerous Software Weaknesses. However,
MITRE has not yet produced a report on Top 25 Most Dangerous Hardware Weaknesses.
MITRE CWE View: Hardware Design (View ID 1194) is accessible at https://cwe.mitre.org/data/definitions/1194.html
This view organizes weaknesses around concepts that are frequently used or encountered in hardware design.
Accordingly, this view can align closely with the perspectives of designers, manufacturers, educators, and assessment
vendors. It provides a variety of categories that are intended to simplify navigation, browsing, and mapping.
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The top-level categories in this view represent commonly understood areas/terms within hardware design and are meant
to aid the user in identifying potential related weaknesses. Note that it is possible for the same weakness to exist within
multiple different categories.
The twelve categories of hardware design weaknesses that are based on 95 CWEs out of the total of 918 CWE
weaknesses are reproduced below:
•

Manufacturing and Life Cycle Management Concerns - (1195).

•

Security Flow Issues - (1196).

•

Integration Issues - (1197).

•

Privilege Separation and Access Control Issues - (1198).

•

General Circuit and Logic Design Concerns - (1199).

•

Core and Compute Issues - (1201).

•

Memory and Storage Issues - (1202).

•

Peripherals, On-chip Fabric, and Interface/IO Problems - (1203).

•

Security Primitives and Cryptography Issues - (1205).

•

Power, Clock, and Reset Concerns - (1206).

•

Debug and Test Problems - (1207).

•

Cross-Cutting Problems - (1208).

9

AI and ML use for Hardware Security and Mitigation
of Hardware vulnerabilities

9.1

Detection of Hardware Trojans (HTs) and Counterfeit
Integrated Circuits (ICs)

9.1.1

Detection of Hardware Trojans (HTs)

9.1.1.1

Introduction

Per [i.39], modern IC are dispersed in their development and production that is characterized by globally distributed
outsourcing activities. The focus of these activities is on core competency, manufacturing efficiency, and reduction of
design cycle and turnaround time. The use of third-party EDA tools and untrusted foundries creates opportunities for
malicious entities to insert Hardware Trojan at various stages of the IC design process. The malicious modifications of a
clean design by HT can lead to such severe consequences as disclosure of confidential and/or secret information, denial
of service, modification of major functionalities, etc. HT has become one of the most critical threats to IC production
for commercial, consumer as well as military applications, refer to [i.52].
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[i.39] lists these two typical HT parts: the Trojan trigger and the Trojan payload. The trigger is designed to activate the
Trojan under certain conditions, and the effect of the Trojan depends on the Trojan payload. The Trojan trigger is
usually designed to be off the critical functional path and is rarely activated. In addition, the Trojan activity is usually
dormant during the normal functional execution of the circuit. These factors make it extremely challenging to detect the
Trojan due to its stealthy nature. [i.53] and [i.54] classify HTs based on their five attributes: insertion phase, abstraction
level, location, trigger, and payload. Per [i.55], an attacker can utilize malicious processors to violate operating system
exceptions and modify the open-source processor to create malicious firmware. [i.56] and [i.57] demonstrated that
Trojans can be introduced during EDA design flow and high-level synthesis Additionally, [i.59] and [i.80] stipulated
that Trojan can be activated under unexpected conditions or by silicon wear-out.
Various ML algorithms can be used to detect HTs. [i.39] mentions that process drift (i.e. the improvement in fabrication
process over time that is not reflected in the technology models released to a design house, see [i.51]) can affect the
accuracy of ML-based Trojan detection schemes in cases where the model has been trained using the pre-fabrication
data. Therefore, as stated in [i.39], the impact of such drift needs to be modelled to enhance the Trojan detection
accuracy.

9.1.1.2

Use of SVM

SVM has been applied in many prior works for detecting HTs. When a golden (i.e. Trojan-free) design is available,
on-chip data analysis, gate-level netlist analysis, and runtime traffic information are utilized as feature vectors to
distinguish between Trojan and Trojan-free chips using SVM. [i.60] recommends the on-chip power consumption traces
in the frequency domain are adapted to classify Trojans with a two-class SVM. [i.61] states that an OC-SVM with RBF
kernel trained by the transmission power data collected from on-chip data sensor demonstrates its high accuracy of
Trojan detection. [i.68] proposes another OC-SVM for Trojan detection using the minimum number of gates between
the input and output nets. [i.67] describes the extraction of Trojan attack features from the on-chip traffic to train an
SVM for Trojan classification. These models can be further updated to include the latest attacks with Modified
Balanced Winnow (MBW) algorithm [i.63] and [i.62] show how SVM is chosen to detect Trojans at run-time based on
the hardware complexity analysis of traffic diversion, route looping or core spoofing attack.

9.1.1.3

Use of DNN

DNN models such as Back-Propagation (BP) and Multi-layer Neural Networks are used in various Trojan detection
approaches when a golden design is not available. Direct current measurements of a post-deployment chip can be
performed anytime when needed. A one-class neural network is trained by the trusted evaluation chip to classify
whether the fabricated chip contains Trojans, see [i.64]. BP neural networks are used to classify the features of power
consumption traces to detect designs subjected to trojan modification, refer to [i.65]. By passing the features through the
hidden layers of the neural network, relevant features will be extracted and used to train the classifier and enhance the
classification accuracy. A multi-layer neural network is also applied on gate-level netlist to classify the design of the
Trojan, see [i.66] where several features of the netlist are defined and used to train the model for detecting the network
corresponding to a Trojan.

9.1.1.4

Use of other methods

Statistical learning and Bayesian inference are used to classify the gate profiles and process variation collected from the
netlists of Trojan-free and Trojan-inserted chips, refer to [i.69]. A run-time monitoring approach is proposed to detect
HTs in microprocessor cores by utilizing Half-Space trees (HS-trees), see [i.70]. HS-trees constitutes a one-class
classifier that is trained to provide an early alert of Trojan activation by detecting anomalies in the data streams.
Controllability and Observability for hardware Trojan Detection (COTD), refer to [i.71] use unsupervised k-means
clustering to isolate Trojan signals based on the controllability and observability analysis of gate-level netlist. This
technique shows its capability in detecting Trojan with high accuracy and low cost, even in the absence of a golden
design. Clustering-based learning is also demonstrated to detect Trojan logic by classifying weakly correlated nodes or
functionally isolated gates in the netlist, see [i.72].
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Detection of Counterfeit Integrated Circuits (ICs)
Introduction

[i.73] states that the number of ICs used in electronic systems has increased significantly over the past decades, due to
the enhanced complexity of applications and systems. The fabrication of these ICs is outsourced to reduce the overall
manufacturing cost, which can lead to the presence of counterfeit IC components. Per [i.74], these components can
become a crucial threat to the applications related to critical infrastructure systems. Since counterfeiting is a rising
threat to the IC manufacturing industry, it is increasingly important to investigate the vulnerabilities of the IC supply
chain. [i.73] lists analogue ICs, microprocessor ICs, memory ICs, programmable logic ICs, and transistors as the most
commonly counterfeited components. [i.73] also states that a large proportion of counterfeit ICs are recycled.
The detection of counterfeit components faces significant challenges, e.g. a wide variety of counterfeit types and the
difficulty to inspect potential counterfeit ICs. To improve the detection, it is important to develop the regulation of
defects and a unique classification of counterfeit components.
[i.39] explains the use of ML for this purpose as follows. Similar to the case of HT detection, if the model deployed for
identifying a counterfeit IC is built based on the pre-fabrication chip specifications, the impact of process variations and
process drifts needs to be taken into account when building the ML-based model.

9.1.2.2

Use of SVM

Local Binary Patterns (LBP) are non-parametric local features that can be used to train an SVM model to distinguish
counterfeit and authentic ICs from their registered x-ray images as shown in [i.75]. An OC-SVM is used to classify the
used and recycled components from the tests, measurements, and analyses of Early Failure Rate (EFR), see [i.82] and
[i.84]. This model is also used to compare frequency, noticeable performance degradation, and other quality metrics
under certain stress conditions to identify recycled FPGAs, refer to [i.83].

9.1.2.3

Use of ANNs

Artificial Neural Network (ANN) models have been used to provide efficient visual inspections by classifying images
of defective and non-defective ICs with image processing techniques, see [i.76]. A similar strategy is applied with
X-ray microscopy of an IC die to differentiate counterfeit from authentic devices with auto-encoder and DNN, see
[i.75]. DNN is also used to train water-level parametric measurement to identify ICs fabricated in different facilities,
which makes it possible to determine if the chips are of the same origin, refer to [i.77].

9.1.2.4

Use of other methods

[i.39] states that LR is used with x-ray 3D imaging to distinguish authentic and recycled ICs by detecting traces of
delamination of the dies, as stated in [i.78]. Path delays due to aging devices in ICs are leveraged to identify recycled
and brand-new devices by establishing fingerprints of brand-new devices with Principle Component Analysis (PCA),
refer to [i.79]. [i.80] states that Look-up table characteristics and performance degradation values are used to train
k-mean clustering algorithms, where the recycled FPGAs suffer a higher variation of the performance profile. Per [i.81],
EM fingerprints of ICs are also used in PCA to detect cloned counterfeit ICs.
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Annex A:
Hardware security standardization ecosystem
A.1

IETF RATS WG (Remote Attestation Procedures)

The IETF RATS WG defines "Remote Attestation" as the process of establishing the state of the hardware and software
executing on a remote endpoint, such as the processor, device type, or operating system.
The IETF RATS effort is strongly supported by participation from TCG Network Equipment WG, Global Platform
Trusted Platform Services WG, US NIST, FIDO, and other SDOs as well as many operating system and chip vendors.
TCG has already contributed documents on RATS Architecture [i.20], RATS Time-Based Uni-Directional Attestation
(TUDA) [i.22], RATS TPM-based Network Device Remote Integrity Verification [i.23] and RATS YANG Data Model
for Challenge-Response-based Remote Attestation Procedures using TPMs [i.24]. GlobalPlatform has already
contributed a document on RATS Entity Attestation Token (EAT) [i.21].
Remote endpoints can attest to the Platform Integrity of endpoints by sending trusted assertions about the
security-related functionality of those endpoints. A number of ad hoc solutions already exist in this space, but SDO
alignment is sorely needed on terminology, e.g. what can be considered attestation evidence, interfaces for establishing
trust, and attestation data models.
IETF RATS has chosen JSON Web Token [i.19] and CBOR Web Token [i.18] to encode the claims and evidence that
comprise trusted assertions. IETF RATS has chosen RATS Entity Attestation Token (EAT) [i.21] to convey the claims
and evidence that comprise trusted assertions.

A.2

IETF SACM WG (Security Automation and
Continuous Monitoring)

The IETF SACM WG defines "Security Automation" as the process of integrating all of the network security
components (such as firewalls, anti-virus engines, SEIMs, Network Management Systems, etc.) into a coherent
composite system that spans an entire enterprise network or telecom operator network. A SACM system continuously
gathers runtime health and posture information from endpoints, intermediate systems, and servers into a central
database and supports automated policy-based mitigation of issues in these network components.
The IETF SACM effort is strongly supported by participation from TCG, GlobalPlatform, US NIST, and other SDOs as
well as operating system and router vendors. TCG has already contributed documents on SACM Requirements IETF
RFC 8248 [i.27], SACM Software Inventory Message and Attributes (SWIMA) for PA-TNC IETF RFC 8412 [i.28],
SACM Endpoint Posture Collection Profile [i.26] and SACM Concise Software Identification Tags [i.25].

A.3

IETF SUIT WG (Software Updates for IoT)

Although the original focus of the IETF SUIT WG was the Internet of Things (IoT), there has already been widespread
adoption of their architecture and protocol for many networked devices that do not have constrained resources, but do
need rapid and frequent updates of their software. GlobalPlatform, Trusted Computing Group (TCG) and several
individual organizations are all active contributors.
The IETF SUIT WG defines a Firmware Update Architecture for Internet of Things IETF RFC 9019 [i.32] (now in
IETF Last Call) and points out the general need for a reliable and secure firmware update mechanism suitable for
devices with constrained resources. It also states that incorporating such an update mechanism is not only a fundamental
requirement for fixing vulnerabilities but also an enablement for other important capabilities such as updating
configuration settings as well as adding new functionality. In addition to the definition of terminology and architecture,
IETF RFC 9019 [i.32] motivates the standardization of a manifest format as a transport-agnostic means for describing
and protecting firmware.
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The IETF SUIT WG [i.33] has defined an Information Model for Firmware Updates in IoT Devices (now in IETF Last
Call) and states that vulnerabilities with Internet of Things (IoT) devices have raised the need for a reliable and secure
firmware update mechanism that is also suitable for constrained devices. IETF RFC 9124 [i.33] also affirms that
ensuring that for devices to function and remain secure over their service life requires an update mechanism to fix
vulnerabilities, to update configuration settings, as well as adding new functionality.
In addition, IETF RFC 9124 [i.33] states that one component of such a firmware update is a concise and machineprocessable meta-data document, or manifest, that describes the firmware image(s) and offers appropriate protection.
[i.33] describes the information present in the manifest.
The IETF SUIT WG has defined a CBOR-based Serialization Format for the SUIT Manifest [i.34] (work-in-progress)
while describing the format of a manifest. [i.34] defines a manifest as a bundle of metadata about code/data obtained by
a recipient (chiefly the firmware for an IoT device), where to find that code/data, the devices to which it applies, and
cryptographic information protecting the manifest. [i.34] also states that software updates and Trusted Invocation both
tend to use sequences of common operations, so the manifest encodes those sequences of operations, rather than
declaring the metadata.

A.4

IETF TEEP WG (TEE Provisioning)

The IETF TEEP WG was formed to generalize the concepts of the GlobalPlatform TEE [i.16] across multiple CPU and
OS architectures and to support a common approach to provisioning the Hardware-Mediated Environment Enclaves
(HMEEs). GlobalPlatform, and Trusted Computing Group (TCG) and several individual organizations are all active
contributors.
The IETF TEEP WG has defined a Trusted Execution Environment Provisioning (TEEP) Architecture [i.34] with the
following Abstract:
"A Trusted Execution Environment (TEE) is an environment that enforces that any code within that environment
cannot be tampered with, and that any data used by such code cannot be read or tampered with by any code outside
that environment. This architecture document motivates the design and standardization of a protocol for managing
the lifecycle of trusted applications running inside such a TEE".
The IETF TEEP WG has defined a Trusted Execution Environment Provisioning (TEEP) Protocol [i.35] with the
following Abstract:
"This document specifies a protocol that installs, updates, and deletes Trusted Applications (TAs) in a device with a
Trusted Execution Environment (TEE). This specification defines an interoperable protocol for managing the
lifecycle of TAs".

A.5

Trusted Computing Group (TCG)

Trusted Computing Group has defined the architecture and details of security components using hardware Roots-ofTrust (RoTs) that have been implemented by the computer industry over the past 20 years to protect computing
infrastructure and billions of end points.
TCG Trusted Platform Module (TPM)
TCG has created the Trusted Platform Module [i.30] cryptographic capability, which enforces specific behaviours and
protects the system against unauthorized changes and attacks such as malware and root kits. As computing has
expanded to different devices and infrastructure has evolved, so too has TCG extended the concept of trusted systems
well beyond the computer-with-a-TPM to other devices, ranging from hard disk drives and mobile devices to IoT
devices, network nodes, wearables, network fog and cloud nodes.
Standards-based Trusted Computing technologies developed by TCG members now are deployed in enterprise systems,
storage systems, networks, embedded systems, and mobile devices and can secure cloud computing and virtualized
systems. Thousands of vendors offer a variety of Trusted Computing-based products, including hardware and
applications.
TCG building blocks include boot and run-time platform integrity, runtime integrity protection, secure storage, and
remote attestation (of platform integrity).
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TCG Runtime Integrity Preservation for Mobile Devices
Modern mobile devices use secure boot to ensure they start up in an expected state. Runtime integrity preservation
ensures that the device continues to behave in an expected manner following a successful secure boot. This capability is
particularly relevant because mobile devices operate for weeks or months after each secure boot. TCG Runtime
Integrity Preservation in Mobile Devices (RIP) [i.29] addresses the challenge of platform integrity by recommending
best practices and mechanisms to preserve the critical portions of the runtime state of mobile devices during operation.

A.6

GlobalPlatform (GP)

GlobalPlatform is a non-profit industry association driven by approximately 80 member companies.
GlobalPlatform protects digital services by standardizing and certifying a security hardware/firmware combination,
known as a secure component, which acts as an on-device trust anchor. This facilitates collaboration between service
providers and device manufacturers, empowering them to ensure adequate security within all devices to protect against
threats.
GlobalPlatform specifications also standardize the secure management of digital services and devices once deployed in
the field. Altogether, GlobalPlatform enables convenient and secure digital service delivery to end users, while
supporting privacy, regardless of market sector or device type. Devices secured by GlobalPlatform include connected
cars, set top boxes, smart cards, smartphones, tablets, wearables, and other internet of things (IoT) devices.
Per GlobalPlatform GP-REQ-025 [i.17], a Chain of Trust will always start with a Root of Trust (RoT). If a platform
implements a Chain of Trust (CoT), it is initialized by a RoT. However, it is not necessary that the RoT be a pRoT (i.e.
Primary RoT). An sRoT (i.e. Secondary RoT) can also serve as the Root for a Chain of Trust.

A.7

The National Institute of Standards and Technology
(NIST)

US NIST Cybersecurity White Paper [i.13] states that all security controls need to have a root of trust (RoT) - a starting
point that is implicitly trusted. Hardware-based controls can provide an immutable foundation for establishing platform
integrity. Combining these functions with a means of producing verifiable evidence that these integrity controls are in
place and have been executed successfully is the basis of creating a trusted platform. To substantially reduce the attack
surface, [i.13] recommends minimizing the footprint of this RoT that translates to the reduction of the number of
modules or technologies to be implicitly trusted.
In addition, [i.13] states that platforms that secure their underlying firmware and configuration provide the opportunity
for trust to be extended higher in the software stack. Verified platform firmware can, in turn, verify the operating
system (OS) boot loader, which can then verify other software components all the way up to the OS itself and the
hypervisor or container runtime layers. The transitive trust described here is consistent with the concept of the chain of
trust (CoT)-a method where each software module in a system boot process is required to measure the next module
before transitioning control.
[i.13] considers that platform integrity and trust assurance based on hardware security controls can strengthen and
complement the extension of the CoT into the dynamic software category. There, according to [i.13] the CoT can be
extended even further to include data and workload protection. In addition, hardware-based protections through CoT
technology mechanisms can form a layered security strategy to protect data and workloads as they move to multi-tenant
environments in a cloud data centre or edge computing facility.
Further, according to [i.13], there are other hardware platform security technologies that can protect data at rest, in
transit, and in use by providing hardware-accelerated disk encryption or encryption-based memory isolation. By using
hardware to perform these tasks, the attack surface is mitigated, preventing direct access or modification of the required
firmware. Isolating these encryption mechanisms to specific hardware can allow performance to be addressed and
enhanced separately from other system processes as well.
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